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Abstract The European Incoherent Scatter-3D phased array radar system will be largely based on
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) firmware electronics that carry out the signal processing by using
different digital filters. In this paper we have presented a method of designing an optimal true time delay
finite impulse response filter with applications to an FPGA firmware-based multichannel signal processing
system. The method provides an optimal true time delay finite impulse response filter with the desired
responses at both band pass and stopband. This is possible by finding a mathematical minimization
solution for the total power of all filter coefficients longer than a prespecified half-length. The analysis is
based on freely choosing the responses in the transition band until user-specified desired responses are
achieved. We have investigated the performance of these optimal digital filters in terms of the required
digital signal processing (DSP) resources in GMACs (giga multiply accumulates per second) by considering
both all-in-one stage filtering and cascaded solutions for ion and plasma line incoherent scatter radar
measurements. We have shown that the cascaded solution provides more efficient utilization of DSP
resources and hence represents the optimal choice for processing the proposed European Incoherent
Scatter-3D phased array radar signals. An example is demonstrated in which 906.88 GMACs are required
to process 208 ion line beams with 2 × 4-bit resolution in all-in-one stage processing, as compared to the
79.16 GMACs needed for a similar task in a cascaded solution.

1. Introduction
Scattering of electromagnetic waves from accelerating electrons in the upper atmosphere has been devel-
oped successfully as a powerful ionospheric plasma diagnostic tool (Hargreaves, 1991). This is carried out by
transmitting high-power electromagnetic waves radiated from a transmitting antenna into the ionosphere
(the partially ionized part of the upper atmosphere) and receiving the backscattered radio signals. The
incoherent scatter radar measurement technique is presented in detail in Nygren (1996). The received sig-
nal, which is a narrow passband signal, undergoes various signal processing stages to extract the baseband
information-bearing signal. The signal processing in an incoherent scatter radar usually includes amplifica-
tion, frequency mixing, filtering, correlation, averaging, and estimation of plasma parameters. In the early
years of incoherent scatter radar measurements, most of the signal processing operations were carried out
by using dedicated analog and digital hardware (see, e.g., Wannberg et al., 1997, and references therein).

With rapidly evolving digital technology, scientific instruments are increasingly becoming software depen-
dent with very limited hardware components. Accordingly, several researchers around the world have
presented various methods of replacing the analog and digital hardware components of the incoherent scat-
ter radar system by more flexible software. For example, the first experiment that replaced the standard
European Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) Svalbard radar receiver at 70±2.5 MHz intermediate frequency (IF)
stage by a spectrum analyzer, which acted as a combination of a down-converter, an analog to digital con-
verter (ADC), and a quadrature detector giving complex digital samples at a rate of 4 MHz, was carried out
by Lehtinen et al. (2002) in 1999. In this experiment it was possible for the first time to store a total mul-
tichannel signal instead of separate lagged products for each frequency channel and to carry out channel
separation, clutter suppression, correlation, lag profile inversion, and estimation of plasma parameters using
software. Similar work has also been reported using the Millstone Hill Incoherent Scatter radar system (Holt
et al., 2000). This was done by band-pass sampling of 2.25 MHz intermediate frequency at 1-s intervals and
followed by filtering and decimation of the complex baseband samples and computation of the lag profile
matrix of the decimated samples using software.
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The EISCAT-3D phased array radar, which will be the first of its kind and the most advanced incoherent
scatter radar system in the world, will rely on advanced digital signal processing technique to measure iono-
spheric plasma parameters in three dimensions. The science case has been well established (McCrea et al.,
2015), and the new radar will capture for the first time the three-dimensional spatiotemporal dynamics of
the ionosphere. The system is expected to have five phased-array antenna fields situated in the northern
parts of Finland, Norway, and Sweden, and each field will contain 9,919 crossed dipole antenna elements.
The transmitter, which will be established at Skibotn in Norway, will have a 233-MHz transmitting fre-
quency. The receivers at each site will measure the scattered radio signals from the accelerating electrons
in the ionosphere. The acceleration is induced by the transmitted electromagnetic waves. All five sites will
have sensitive receivers to measure the returned radio signals. The first-stage receiver unit is proposed to
have front end (low noise amplifier, analog filter, and ADC), true time delay (TTD) filters, and a beam for-
mer. The efficiency of the digital processing system after the ADC will be critical in order to handle several
thousand beams simultaneously and transfer the data with a feasible transfer rate.

In this paper we present a method of finding optimal digital finite impulse response (FIR) filters, including
TTD filtering, mirror image suppression, and passage of the suitable band-pass signal for further process-
ing, with application to the EISCAT-3D phased array radar system and other similar FPGA firmware-based
digital signal processing needs. The filtering operation is carried out in real time in the FPGA firmware of
the receiver electronics. In this kind of systems one usually first uses a low noise amplifier to amplify the
very weak received signal and then passes it to the analog filter that suppresses the unwanted noise power,
whose frequencies are outside the desired band width. The analog to digital conversion can be carried out
by employing an undersampling method, which produces multiple copies of the spectrum of the desired
signal at an integer multiple of the sampling frequency. This means that in the next stage of the signal pro-
cessing, we need to select one suitable copy and suppress the other extra images and also carry out TTD
operations in order to compensate for the particular delay associated with each receiving antenna element.
We have carried out a detailed investigation of how to carry out these filtering and decimation operations in
an efficient manner in the FPGA firmware.

Several methods of designing optimal digital FIR filters are available in various publications including
windowing (Oppenheim, 1999) and the Parks and McClellan algorithm (Parks & McClellan, 1972), and
comprehensive presentations are available in Proakis and Manolakis (1996). FIR design methods and spec-
ifications depend on three basic parameters: transition width, ripples in the peak passband and stopband,
and number of taps (filter order). Most often any two of these parameters are fixed, and one tries to find
the optimal values for the remaining parameter using suitable design algorithms. In the case of applications
with more stringent requirements, where it is necessary to obtain more flexible and accurate control over
the frequency response of the designed filter, the optimal design of FIR filters is still an active research topic;
for example, see Revuelta and Arribas (2018) and the references therein. The algorithm presented here is
based on fixing the exact desired frequency response at the passband and stopband and then finding the
optimal filter by varying the ramp of the transition band in order to obtain the fixed desired responses. We
then investigate the performance of the optimal filter in terms of the required DSP resources in the FPGA
firmware, evaluated in GMACs, by implementing the processing in both an all-in-one stage filtering and a
multistage (cascaded) solution. The study shows the performance as a function of the data resolution in bits
and the number of beams by assuming a realistic data transfer rate for the case of EISCAT-3D phased array
radar system.

2. Mathematical Formulation
In this work our mathematical formulation is based on the definition and concept of set theory and related
rules. This allowed us to use some features of the programming language R, in which we plan to publish the
design routines as a free package.

Let us consider a discrete Fourier transform sequence pair of a filter x(n) and its frequency response X(i).
We can consider that the set of frequency indices {i|i = 1, … ,N} is a union of three disjoint sets A0, A1, and
B such that

• A0 is a set containing stopband indices where we want the frequency response X(A0) to be 0.
• A1 is a set containing passband indices where we want the frequency response X(A1) to be 1 or any other

desired form (e.g., it becomes e−𝑗𝜔𝜏d when we have TTD 𝜏d).
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• B is a set containing transition band indices where we want to choose the frequency response X(B) by the
design routine in order to obtain a FIR filter with minimum number of taps in time domain x(n).

We can also define a set A as a union of passband and stopband indices by A = A0∪A1. We can now consider
the set of filter indices {n|n = 1, … ,N} in time domain as a union of two disjoint sets: a set C that contains
user-specified coefficients of x(n) and its complement Cc (called the long coefficients). We then find the
values X(i), i ∈ B so that the relative power of the long coefficients denoted here by RL such that

RL =

#Cc∑
n∈Cc

|x(n)|2
N∑

n=1
|x(n)|2 , (1)

is as small as possible. Here #Cc denotes the number of elements of the set Cc (cardinality of Cc). This is a
quadratic problem, and the solution can be found by the set of linear equations.

The stopband and passband are set to the required fixed values, and we only change coefficients of the
transition band. When the set of short filter coefficients is big enough, the minimization typically finds very
low values for the total power of long coefficients. In the algorithm we increase the set of short coefficients
(repeating the minimization for each new set C) until the total power of the long coefficients goes below a
user-defined goal. The long coefficients can then be truncated away with minimal harm to the frequency
response in the stopband and passband.

Let us investigate a discrete filter xq =
∑N−1

q=0 prei2𝜋rq given as a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a power
transfer passband function pr . We assume that the frequency index is divided into two sets, A and B, such
that the values of pr are real and have given values pr when r ∈ A. When r ∈ B, pr must be chosen to
minimize the power of coefficients over a set C using the relation∑

q∈C
|xq|2 =

∑
q∈C

|||||
∑
r∈A

prei2𝜋rq +
∑
r∈B

prei2𝜋rq
|||||
2

. (2)

Let us consider an arbitrary p̃r defined on the set r ∈ B. At the minimum, we can get

d
d𝜆

||||𝜆=0

∑
q∈C

|||||
∑
r∈A

prei2𝜋rq +
∑
r∈B

(pr + 𝜆p̃r)ei2𝜋rq
|||||
2

= 0,∀p̃r , (3)

which is the same as ∑
q∈C

( ∑
r∈A∪B

prei2𝜋rq
∑
r∈B

p̃re−i2𝜋rq+ (4)

∑
r∈A∪B

pre−i2𝜋rq
∑
r∈B

p̃rei2𝜋rq

)
= 0,∀p̃r , (5)

or

Re
∑
q∈C

( ∑
r∈A∪B

prei2𝜋rq
∑
r∈B

p̃re−i2𝜋rq

)
= 0,∀p̃r . (6)

Further, by using the Kronecker delta notation and choosing p̃r = 𝛿r−r′ , r′ ∈ B, we see that this is equivalent
to

Re
∑
q∈C

∑
r∈A∪B

prei2𝜋(r−r′)q = 0,∀r′ ∈ B. (7)

This is a set of #B (the notation meaning the number of elements in the set B) linear equations for the #B
unknowns pr , r ∈ B, and it has a mathematical solution. This can be easily seen when the constant terms
are written on the right-hand side of the equation as

Re
∑
r∈B

∑
q∈C

prei2𝜋(r−r′)q = −Re
∑
q∈C

∑
r∈A

prei2𝜋(r−r′)q,

∀r′ ∈ B.
(8)
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In the case of complex spectral response, where pr is complex, the derivation is just a little bit more difficult.
Above, we proceeded from (6) to (7) by applying the condition p̃r = 𝛿r−r′ for all r′ ∈ B. In the complex case,
we can insert first p̃r = 𝛿r−r′ and then p̃r = i𝛿r−r′ for all r′ ∈ B directly in (4) and get the two sets of equations

∑
q∈C

( ∑
r∈A∪B

prei2𝜋(r−r′)q ±
∑

r∈A∪B
p̄re−i2𝜋(r−r′)q

)
= 0,

∀r′ ∈ B.

(9)

The set corresponding to the + sign is the same as (7), while the set corresponding to the − sign is also
otherwise the same as (7), but starting with Im instead of Re. Together, they are the same as a single set
of complex equations same as (7) but without the starting Re. Again, by rearranging the terms with the
unknowns pr with r ∈ B to the left side and the constant terms depending on pr with r ∈ A on the right side,
we have a set of #B complex equations for #B complex unknowns pr , r ∈ B∑

r∈B

∑
q∈C

prei2𝜋(r−r′)q = −
∑
q∈C

∑
r∈A

prei2𝜋(r−r′)q,∀r′ ∈ B. (10)

instead of the similar real set of equations (8).

3. Numerical Implementation
The mathematical notation above is the suitable way of expressing the equations in a manner directly appli-
cable to modern vector and matrix-based calculation systems like R, Python, and MATLAB. In this work we
have used R, which is capable of vectored indexing through index masks using the sets A0, A1, A, B, and C.
Using these sets and the number of elements in them, we can write the formulation in a form suitable for
numerical calculation

#B∑
ir=1

pBir

#C∑
iq=1

ei2𝜋(Bir −Bir′
)Ciq =

−
#C∑

iq=1

#A∑
ir=1

pAir
ei2𝜋(Air −Air′

)Ciq , ∀ir′ = 1…#B.

(11)

Here we have assumed the set elements to be the actual index values. In our R code the corresponding sets
are defined through logical vectors of values TRUE or FALSE defined over the Fourier index set from 1 to
N so that B in our mathematical terminology is actually expressed by (1 ∶ N)[B] in R. With this convention
#B corresponds to the number of elements in B.

We can also notice that in the sum r ∈ A in the right-hand side of equation (10) only values in r ∈ A1
contribute because qr = 0 for all r ∈ A0 by definition. This means that instead of A we should actually have
A1 in equation (11) to avoid wasting computational power in simply adding up zeroes. In order to simplify
the formulation and avoid too deep nesting of indices, we denote A1 by A1 to obtain

#B∑
ir=1

pBir

#C∑
iq=1

ei2𝜋(Bir −Bir′
)Ciq =

−
#C∑

iq=1

#A1∑
ir=1

pA1ir
ei2𝜋(A1ir −A1ir′

)Ciq , ∀ir′ = 1…#B.

(12)

The optimal filter coefficients can then be found by implementing the numerical calculation using equation
(11). This is done by using the specified TTD and the corresponding frequency responses at the band pass
and stopband. We can then find a filter with a suitable number of taps, whose performance can easily be
investigated.

Figure 1 demonstrates how we can find the optimal filter with a half passband width of 2 MHz when
233-MHz nominal frequency is sampled at a rate of 84 MHz and the transition band width is set to 1 MHz.
We can see that the required frequency response of −90 dB at stopband, including at the location of the mir-
ror image at 19 MHz, has been achieved (bottom curve). This demonstration is based on an all-in-one stage
filtering arrangement, and this means that the filter removes the extra image of the signal, passes the desired
passband, and also carries out TTD filtering simultaneously.
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Figure 1. Method of finding optimal finite impulse response filter taps for
FPGA firmware with application to an incoherent scatter phased array
radar system (with center frequency of 233 MHz and sampling frequency of
84 MHz). The frequency response at the start of the computation (the curve
above −60 dB), frequency responses between the desired response and
beginning of computation (curves between −100 and −60 dB ), and the
desired frequency response (the curve below −100 dB).

The filter designed by this method is implemented in the FPGA firmware.
It is important to measure the required DSP resources for all-in-one
and cascaded filtering arrangements. In this work the DSP resources
required for carrying out the filtering is measured in terms of GMACs
(giga multiply-accumulates per second). We define GMACs using the
number of taps in the FIR filter and the sampling frequency by

GMACS = N × 𝑓s, (13)

where N denotes the length of the FIR filter (total number of taps) and fs is
the sampling frequency in gigahertz, and the value obtained by equation
(13) is multiplied by 2 when the impulse response is complex.

4. Filtering of the Ion Line Channels
In an incoherent scatter radar measurement the ion line contains valu-
able information about basic ionospheric parameters. The signal is
formed by the backscattering of a transmitted radar signal by the ion
acoustic waves, which basically consist of propagating compressions
and rarefactions of plasma, in some ways like ordinary sound waves.
The time-varying transmitted electromagnetic wave accelerates electrons,
which in turn act like antennas and emit electromagnetic waves. These
accelerating electrons are also under the influence of much heavier back-
ground ions. This means that the width of the backscattered (ion line)

electromagnetic spectrum is a function of the movement of the ions, and thus it is a much narrower spectrum
than one might expect by simply considering the motion of freely accelerating electrons.

Our interest is to design an optimal filter with application to the electronics of a phased array radar
system. Thus, in this simulation we shall use the 233-MHz transmission frequency, which has been pro-
posed for the new EISCAT-3D phased array radar system, and an 84-MHz sampling frequency (we assume
undersampling) in the analysis of optimal FIR filters with application to both ion and plasma line spectra. We

Figure 2. Ion line filtering (signal image and noise suppression and true time delay filtering carried out in a
single-stage operation) with transmitter frequency of 233 MHz, sampling frequency of 84 MHz, and decimated
frequency of 6 MHz. Frequency response of the filter in linear scale (top panel), frequency response in decibels (bottom
left panel), and performance of the filter as a function of the number of taps in its half-length (bottom right panel).
GMACs = giga multiply accumulates per second.
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Figure 3. Impulse response of a single-stage filter for ion line filtering (top
panel, real [blue] and imaginary [red]) and the corresponding frequency
response in decibels (bottom panel) after truncation.

consider that a decimated IQ rate of 6 MHz with 2 MHz half band width
is sufficient for measuring the ion line under all possible circumstances.
The filtering operation, consisting of the removal of unwanted mirror
image of the received signal, allowing the passage of the desired spec-
trum, TTD filtering and decimation, can be carried out either by one
single stage of processing or by using cascaded multistage processing.

Figure 2 shows the main features of an optimal FIR filter for the case
of a single-stage filtering (all-in-one) of the ion line, which incorporates
removal of image of the signal, band pass, TTD filtering, and decimation
in one filter, producing IQ samples at a rate of 6 MHz . We have displayed
the frequency response in linear scale (top panel), frequency response in
decibels (bottom left panel), and the performance of the filter as a func-
tion of its length (bottom right panel). In this figure the blue, green, and
red vertical broken lines indicate the center frequency, edge of passband,
and transition band of filter, respectively. It is clear that this filter passes
the ion line band pass centered at fc −2fs = 65 MHz with half band width
of 2 MHz, where fc = 233 MHz is the center frequency (transmission fre-
quency) and fs = 84 MHz is the sampling frequency. The mirror image
and unwanted noise are sufficiently suppressed as we can see from the
frequency responses in decibels. including at the location of the mirror
image centered at −fc + 3fs = 19 MHz as shown by the solid blue vertical
line (bottom right panel).

We found the desired filter by letting our algorithm optimize the responses of the transition band (ramp)
and increasing the half-length of our filter until our goal for response accuracy was obtained. This is demon-
strated in Figure 1. The bottom right panel of Figure 2 shows the accuracy of the filters at different stages
of the iteration (for different filter lengths), and we see that one can decrease the DSP resources needed in
the FPGA when the suppression requirements are not very high. This single-stage filtering of the ion line
demands a relatively long filter, but it can be truncated with minimal effects on the performance. The top
panel of Figure 3 shows the truncated complex impulse response of the filter, and the bottom panel displays
the corresponding frequency response (displayed here to show that the required performance is maintained
after suitable truncation). We see that the real and imaginary parts of the filter have each 363 filter taps

Figure 4. Frequency response in linear scale (top panel), frequency response in decibels (bottom left panel), and
performance of different length filter (bottom right panel) of the first-stage filter in a multistage filtering of the ion line.
GMACs = giga multiply accumulates per second.
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Figure 5. Frequency response in linear scale (top panel), frequency response in decibels (bottom left panel), and
performance of different length filter (bottom right panel) of the second-stage filter in a multistage filtering of the ion
line. GMACs = giga multiply accumulates per second.

and thus the required DSP resource in GMACs is 60.98. This is rather demanding in terms of DSP resource
on FPGA firmware, though it can be handled with a modern sampler when we have limited beams. How-
ever, for processing many channels as in the case of EISCAT-3D, where one expects several thousand, the
alternative is to use cascaded (multistage) filtering.

Figure 4 displays the frequency response of the first-stage filter in cascaded filtering of the ion line. The filter
in this stage removes the image of the signal spectrum, passes the desired signal, and decimates the signal
to an IQ rate of 12 MHz. The frequency response of the filter shows that we have sufficiently removed the
image of the signal spectrum (see the response centered at 19 MHz) and also that the required performance
is achieved in the stopband and passband. We have shown that we need DSP resources of 1.42 GMACs for
this task. The characteristics of frequency response of the second-stage filter in cascaded filtering of the ion
line are shown in Figure 5. This filter further decimates the signal to a rate of 6 MHz, and the frequency
response has been maintained to have the desired shapes at the stopband and passband. It has 238 filter taps
and requires 2.86 GMACs DSP resources.

Figure 6. Impulse response of the first-stage filter (top panel, real [blue] and imaginary [red]) and second-stage filter
(bottom panel, real [blue] and imaginary [red]) in multistage ion line filtering after truncation.

LEHTINEN ET AL. 816
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Figure 7. True time delay filter frequency response in linear scale (top panel), frequency response in decibels (bottom
left panel), and performance of different length true time delay filter (bottom right panel) in cascaded filtering of the
ion line. GMACs = giga multiply accumulates per second.

Figure 6 shows the complex filter taps, which are used in the FPGA firmware, for the first-stage filter (top
panel) and second-stage filter (bottom panel). We see that the number of taps in these cascaded filters can
easily be handled by the FPGA firmware. The truncation is carried out with minimal effects on the desired
responses of the filters. The final stage of filtering of the ion line in the cascading processing is time delay
filtering and the frequency response of the TTD filter is displayed in Figure 7. In the case of TTD filtering
−50-dB response for stopband is sufficient, and as a result we need 15 filter taps and 0.36 GMACs DSP
resources for this processing. The frequency response of a time delaying system is obtained by setting z = e−i𝜔

and that is

HT(ei𝜔) = e−i𝜔TD , (14)

where TD is the time delay, 𝜔 = 2𝜋ft is the normalized frequency, and t is the sampling interval. This
equation needs to be valid for the values of 𝜔 corresponding to the set A1 defining the desired frequency
range. Detailed information on TTD filter beam forming simulation results is available in our report to
EISCAT (Orispää et al., 2014).

We now need to compare the performance of these two kinds of filtering of the ion line in terms of the DSP
resources required in GMACs by considering different in-phase and quadrature component (IQ) resolutions
(expressed in bits) and realistic data transfer rates. We shall use a complex data transfer rate of 10 gigabits
per second (10 Gigabit Ethernet), which has been proposed for the EISCAT-3D phased array radar system.
The number of maximum complex data streams, N, we can handle per second is then given by

N = R
b × 𝑓dec

, (15)

where R is the data transfer rate, fdec is the decimated frequency (the IQ rate) and b is the number of bits (res-
olution). This means that we can fit more data streams in our data transfer rate by decreasing the resolution.

Table 1
Comparisons of All-in-One and Cascaded Ion Line Filtering

IQ resolution (bit) up to 2×18 2 × 16 2 × 8 2 × 4
Number of beams 10 52 104 208
GMACs, all-in-one filtering 43.6 226.72 453.44 906.88
GMACs, cascaded filtering 7.88 23 41.72 79.16

Note. GMACs = giga multiply accumulates per second.
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Figure 8. Plasma line filtering (signal image and noise suppression and true time delay filtering carried out in a
single-stage operation) with transmitter frequency of 233 MHz, sampling frequency of 84 MHz, and decimated
frequency of 42 MHz. Frequency response of the filter in linear scale (top panel), frequency response in decibels
(bottom left panel), and performance of the filter as a function of the number of taps in its half-length (bottom right
panel). GMACs = giga multiply accumulates per second.

The required GMACs will increase as we increase the number of data streams. As we can see from Table 1,
the cascaded solution has a clear advantage in terms of the required DPS resources in GMACs especially
when we wish to handle many beams.

Figure 9. Impulse response of image signal suppression, true time delay, and decimation filter (all in one stage) with
center frequency of 233 MHz, sampling frequency of 84 MHz, and decimated frequency of 42 MHz (real [blue] and
imaginary [red]) .
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Figure 10. Frequency response of the first-stage filter in linear scale (top panel), frequency response in decibels
(bottom left panel), and performance of the filter as a function of the number of taps in its half-length (bottom right
panel) in cascaded filtering of the plasma line. The image signal removal and the decimation to 42 MHz are carried out
by this filter. GMACs = giga multiply accumulates per second.

5. Filtering of the Plasma Line Channels
The plasma line is formed by the incoherent backscattering of the transmitted radar signal from electron
plasma waves, which are formed by the energetic electrons. The ions cannot respond to these very high
frequency plasma waves, and as a result the backscattered signal reflects the characteristics of the freely
accelerating electrons. This means that it has a much wider spectrum than the ion line. In this demonstration
we consider 15 MHz frequency as the half band width of the plasma line with an IQ rate of 42 MHz, wide
enough to cover all the possible scenarios. The transmission frequency of 233 MHz and sampling frequency
of 84 MHz are used here as in the preceding study of the ion line filtering.

Figure 11. Frequency response of the second-stage time delay filter in linear scale (top panel), frequency response in
decibels (bottom left panel), and performance of the filter as a function of the number of taps in its half-length (bottom
right panel) in cascaded filtering of the plasma line. Time delay filtering is carried out by this filter. GMACs = giga
multiply accumulates per second.
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Figure 12. Impulse response of first-stage filter (top panel, real [blue] and imaginary [red]) and second-stage true time
delay filter (bottom panel, real [blue] and imaginary [red]) in multistage plasma line filtering after truncation.

Figure 8 shows the frequency response of the all-in-one filter, which carries out mirror image signal removal
and band pass and time delay filtering all in a single-stage processing scheme. We can see that the DSP
resources required for this arrangement are 4.46 GMACs, which can be done using modern FPGA firmware
for limited beams in phased array radar signal processing. When we consider a complex data stream using
a data transfer rate of 10 gigabits per second (10 Gigabit Ethernet) and an IQ rate of 42 MHz with 2 × 16-bit
resolution, from equation (15) we see that we can handle only a maximum of seven complex data streams.
When we decrease the resolution of the samples to 2 × 4 bit, we can process 29 complex data streams and
the DSP resources we need increase to 129.34GMACs. The actual filtering of the plasma line is carried out
inside the FPGA firmware using a limited number of filter taps. Figure 9 depicts the complex filter taps of
this all-in-one filter after truncation, and this length can easily be handled by the firmware.

Figure 10 depicts the frequency response of the first-stage filter in the cascaded filtering of the plasma line.
In this stage the filtering includes mirror signal removal, band-pass filtering of the desired signal, and deci-
mation to 42-MHz IQ rate. We can see that the filter has the desired response at the passband and stopband.
The next stage of the cascaded solution involves time delay filtering, and the frequency response require-
ment in the stopband in decibels can be relaxed in this case. Here we have set it to be −50 dB as shown in the
bottom right panel of Figure 11. We have also displayed the frequency response of the time delay filter in lin-
ear scale (top panel) and frequency response (bottom left panel) of Figure 11. We can see that we need only
four filter taps and 1.51 GMACs DSP resources. The actual filtering is carried out by taking truncated filter
taps with minimum effect on the desired response, and Figure 12 shows the corresponding complex filter
taps for the first-stage filter (top panel) and second-stage filter (bottom panel). We can see that the required
band-pass and stop band characteristics have been achieved with limited filter taps.

The performance comparison of the all-in-one stage filtering and the cascaded solution for the case of plasma
line filtering can be made by considering a data transfer rate of 10 gigabits per second (10 Gigabit Ethernet)
and an IQ rate of 42 MHz using equation (15). The result of this comparison study is shown in Table 2.

Table 2
Comparisons of All-in-One and Cascaded Plasma Line Filtering

IQ resolution (bit) up to 2×18 2 × 16 2 × 8 2 × 4
Number of beams 10 7 14 29
GMACs, all-in-one filtering 46.2 32.34 68.75 133.98
GMACs, cascaded filtering 19.72 15.19 25.76 48.41

Note. GMACs = giga multiply accumulates per second.
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We see that when the number of beams is increased, the cascaded filtering provides the means of handling
the computational tasks with relatively small GMACs DSP resources. For example, to filter 29 beams with
2 × 4-bit resolution, we see that all-in-one filtering requires 133.98 GMACs, while the cascaded filtering
demands only 48.41 GMACs.

6. Conclusions
We have presented a method of finding TTD filters with application to FPGA firmware-based signal pro-
cessing, applicable to realistic incoherent scatter radar systems including EISCAT-3D. The mathematical
foundation of the algorithm, which has been used to search a filter with specified frequency responses
at passband and stopband, has been presented in a manner suitable for numerical implementation in R.
The analysis relies on achieving the desired responses by freely choosing the number of filter taps until a
user-specified goal is achieved. The basic solution is very fast since it is noniterative and vectorized in R.
We have demonstrated the characteristics of responses of different TTD filters with application to ion and
plasma lines incoherent scatter measurement. The illustration was carried out by considering the proposed
EISCAT-3D transmitting radar frequency of 233 MHz with the assumption of undersampling.

We have investigated the performance of a TTD filter in terms of the required DSP resources in GMACs
during both all-in-one stage processing and multistage (cascaded) filtering. When one faces the problem
of processing several thousand beams at the same time, as in the case of EISCAT-3D, we have shown that
the cascaded solution gives optimal performance in terms of the required DSP resources in GMACs. For
example, we have found out that 906.88 GMACs is needed for all-in-one stage processing of the ion line IQ
with 6-MHz flow rate and 2 × 4-bit resolution, as compared to 79.16 GMACs needed to carry out the same
task in a cascaded arrangement.
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